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Slimline office desking and storage 
with black contrast edging for 

contemporary styling.
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CASE STUDY 

Zumtobel
This leading lighting company is inextricably associated 
with aesthetically attractive design and a clear stylistic 
idiom.  The Light Centre is a working showroom that 
needs to reflect these strong brand qualities to the 
finest detail whilst developing a space that means 
clients can experience light and its effects in a 
completely unique way.  

Simple but effective design details were applied, adding 
a touch of style to standard Bench 50 desking, storage 
units and meeting room tables.  Bench 50 desking and 
meeting table tops were reduced to 18mm thickness 
to suite in with the raised storage units with black 
contrast edging featuring throughout.  Screens were 
raised from the desk to create light and bespoke metal 
pen trays were designed to free up floor space.  Modern 
and stylish soft seating was carefully selected to 
complement the entire space.   

Under lit raised storage units

White Bench 50 desk featuring black 
contrast edged 18mm top and raised 

screensBespoke integrated 
pen trays

KEY FEATURES

 Bench 50 desking with slimline contrast 
 edged tops
 
 Stylish raised storage units with contrast   
 edges to complement desking
 
 Under lit raised storage units 
 
 Bespoke pen trays in keeping with 
 minimalist theme
  
 Bespoke meeting table end for Bench 50 
 executive desk 
  
 Vibrant soft seating solutions
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customer comment

“Authentic staging makes it possible 
to experience light and its effects in a 
completely unique way.  Our new Light 
Centre will help drive our concepts, 
innovations and education further by enabling 
us to cater to the specific requirements of 
our customers in a custom made space.”

Steve Shackleton, Zumtobel

Contemporary circular soft seating 

White storage units with black 
contrast edges 


